
8000/8100/8200 Specification Sheet

BETTER BY DESIGN
� Tongue-and-groove joints formed into door sections fit snugly to help seal out wind and water.
� Wood grain textured, raised-panel design for strength and high impact resistance.
� Two-coat, baked-on polyester finish makes surface virtually maintenance-free.
� Full 2"-thick door sections with box-shaped 20-gauge stiles for strength and rigidity.
� 8000 doors are noninsulated; 8100 and 8200 doors are insulated.
BEAUTY
� Steel panels with wood grain textured surface provide beauty as well as strength for high impact resistance and

minimal maintenance.
� Colonial raised panels available in white, taupe, almond, and brown 
� Many decorative lite inserts available to enhance the look of your garage door, which in turn enhances the look of

your home. See brochure or web site for visual details.
SAFETY AND SECURITY
� TorqueMaster™ counterbalance completes an integrated door system that’s much cleaner and safer than other

counterbalance spring systems. It mounts directly above the door and has no exposed springs, horizontal cables or
pulleys.
The TorqueMaster™ design includes these safety features: 

1. Spring forces are contained inside a steel tube. 
2. Drill-powered spring winding is quicker and safer, making door adjustments easier. 
3. Lifting cables are five times stronger than necessary. 
4. A TorqueMaster™ unit cannot be disassembled unless its springs are unwound and safe.

� Tamper-resistant safety bottom brackets help avoid possible injury by preventing inadvertent loosening when the
counterbalance cables are still under tension.

THERMAL EFFICIENCY
� Factory-installed, bulb-shaped weather seal remains flexible even in extreme cold to help keep the bad 

weather outside.
� Snug fitting tongue-and-groove section joints seal out wind and weather.
� 8200 features expanded polystyrene insulation with an R-value of 6.8 
� 8100 features expanded polystyrene insulation with an R-value less than 5.0.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
� Make it a total Wayne-Dalton garage door system by purchasing a new opener to go with your new door. Only

Wayne-Dalton manufactures and designs both the door and opener to work together as one 
complete system.

WARRANTY
� 8000/8100/8200 doors offer a 10 Year Limited warranty. See dealer for complete warranty details.
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